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PREFACE

This report was prepared by P.R. Johnson, Research Civil Engineer, and J.P. Zarling, Research
Mechanical Engineer, of the Alaskan Projects Office, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engi-

neering Laboratory. The load cell development described in the report was funded during 1976-1978
by DA Project funds and, since mid-1978 under a research project, Measurement and Prediction of Ice

Loads on Bridges sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transpor-

tation under their purchase order no. 8-3-0128. Dr. T.T. McFadden and J.R. Burdick assisted in the
design, testing and installation of the various load cells. D. Dinwoodie, E. Culp, F. Fisk, M. Frank,
R. Adams, K. Crane, C. Powell, J. Buska and R. Taylor assisted in the construction, instrumenta-

tion and installation of the cells. D.F. Garfield, F. D. Haynes and D. Cole carried out tests on the

cells at CRREL in Hanover, New Hampshire. J. Burdick and F.D. Haynes technically reviewed this
report.

Testing and laboratory equipment belonging to the University of Alaska and the Materials Labor-

atory, Alaska Department of Highways (now Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Fa-

cilities), was used in testing and calibrating various load cells.
The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising or promotional purposes. Citation

of brand names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commer-

cial products.

CONVERSION FACTORS: U.S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

These conversion factors include all the significant digits given in

the conversion tables in the ASTM Metric Practice Guide (E 380),
which has been approved for use by the Department of Defense.

Converted values should be rounded to have the same precision as

the original (see E 380).

Multiply By To obtain

microinch 0.0254* micrometer

inch 25.4* millimeter

V, foot 0.3048* meter

mile 1.609347 kilometer

pound-force 4.448222 newton

pound-force/inch2  6.894757 kilopascal

* Exac t
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SINGLE AND DOUBLE REACTION BEAM
LOAD CELLS FOR MEASURING ICE FORCES

P.R. Johnson and J.P. Zarling

INTRODUCTION Public Facilities) became interested in a potential re-
search project at the bridge and observed the 1976

The design of highway bridges and other river struc- breakup.
tures in the northern portion of the United States and Some experimental load cells were constructed and
in most of Canada and Alaska is controlled by the ice considered for installation during the 1976 breakup but
loads that may be imposed on the structure. Such none were installed. An improved load cell using a
forces may easily be an order of magnitude greater single reaction beam (SRB) was designed and three were
than those imposed by other environmental factors built and installed on the 900 tip of the nose of pier 5
such as winds and currents. However, despite their of the bridge for the 1977 breakup. Figure 5 shows the
importance, the magnitude of ice forces and the factors nose of the pier, including the 1977 load cells. However,
that control these forces are not well known. There no data were obtained in 1977 due to recorder malfunc-
are strong indications that design loads used in the past tion and subsequent failure of the load cells themselves
have been unduly conservative. Prior to 1974 both the under ice loading.
Canadian and U.S. codes specified that an ice design New SRB load cells were constructed and installed
pressure of 400 psi would be applied to the area that on the nose of pier 5 for the 1978 breakup, but abnor-
could be loaded by ice-the picr width multiplied by mally low water flow resulted in a breakup where the
the anticipated thickness of ice. Field measurements ice mainly melted in place and an effective ice run did
of ice forces, particularly in Alberta, Canada, and re- not occur. The three SRB load cells were replaced with
cognition of the fact that bridges built to lower speci- stronger units for the 1979 breakup and two additional
fications did not fail indicated that code ice forces units were installed. An early breakup of strong ice
could be reduced. As a result, the Canadian bridge occurred and some data were obtained. However, the
code was revised in 1974 to allow for reduced forces ice tore four of the five units off the pier during the
under many circumstances. The American Association ice run. The data have not yet been evaluated.
of State Highway and Transportation Officials, the Since the Yukon River Bridge piers have pointed
U.S. code group, adopted this 1974 Canadian bridge noses (see Fig. 5), the load cells discussed above were
design code in 1978, and the Canadian Code was again designed to be attached to the tip of the nose and meas-
altered in that year. The trend has been toward reduc- ure only horizontal axial loads imposed at that point.
ing ice design loads, which can lead to substantial re- Instrumentation plans also called for the development
ductions in bridge construction costs. and use of other load cells to measure horizontal ice

A bridge built across the Yukon River, about 90 air loads on the two faces of the nose. These were christ-
miles northwest of Fairbanks, Alaska (Fig. 1, 2 and 3), ened "flat cells" since they would have a flat configura-
to support construction of the trans-Alaskan pipeline tion to fit on the pier nose.
was opened to traffic in October 1975. It was immedi- Work was initiated on flat cell design in 1977 but
ately apparent that it would provide a very good site the first concept was unsatisfactory. The development
for obtaining field measurements of ice forces on the of the SRB system suggested that two parallel reaction
bridge piers since several piers in the river (see Fig. 4) beams could be used for a flat cell. A model was built
would be subjected to a great deal of ice loading. A and tested; it exhibited the desirable features of the
small group from CRREL's Alaskan Project Office, SRB system and the double reaction beam (DRB) de-
the University of Alaska and the Alaska Highway )e- sign was adopted. Two units were being fabricated for
partment (now I)epartment of Iransportation and installation on the Yukon River bridge for the 1979
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Figure 3. Aerial view. of Yukon River Bridge.
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Indirect estimates
One of the earliest methods of indirectly estimating

ice forces was Korzhavin's (1962) "kincmatic" method
which has been used in the U.S.S.R. Photogrammetry

• .was used to estimate the mass and deceleration of an
individual ice floe as it struck a bridge pier or other
structure. From this information the estimated force

-7 .: of the ice on the pier could be developed. Michel (1970,
Table VIII) reported the range of values obtained by
Korzhavin which Neill (1976) thought were surprisingly
small. This method has not been used in North Ameri-

.. ... ca, although it was proposed to test it in the Yukon
River Bridge ice study of which the load cell work des-

cribed in this report is a part. It should be noted that
this method can be used only in the case of an isolated
floe of unknown area, thickness and velocit, drifting
downstream and striking an individual pier.

A number of studies have been made of the response
of structures to ice loading. Sanden and Neill (196)
reported on the structural analysis of a number of old
bridge piers that had withstood ice runs for up to 60
years in Alberta, Canada. Since they had not failed,
ice forces that had been exerted over a very substantial
length of time had obviously been less than those
which would have caused failure. Danys (1972) re-
ported on structural analyses of 22 offshore light piers
in the St. Lawrence Waterway of which 7 had been
damaged or destroyed by ice. This report separated
cases of failure from those of survival. Reinius et al.

5. Pier5 with three load cells in place. (1971) and Bergdahl (1972) reported analyses of two
Figure .lighthouses in the Baltic Sea which failed under ice

loads. Efforts have been made to measure acceleration
breakup, but work on the units was stopped before forces on a bridge under ice loading in Alberta, Canada.
they were completed and they were not tested on the Similar efforts were made to measure acceleration forces
bridge. on piers of the Yukon River Bridge during the 1978 and

Work on both types of load cells was halted after 1979 breakups. Data obtained during the 1979 breakup
the 1979 breakup due to reorientation of the project. have not yet been analyzed.
This report has been prepared to describe the types of The studies of structures which have either resisted,
instruments developed and to summarize the informa- or failed under, ice loading provides extremely useful
tion accumulated during their development, testing information by establishing limits to ice forces. Nor-
and operation. mally lacking, however, is such information as ice struc-

ture, thickness and strength, rafting, temperatures, ther-
mal history, etc. Also lacking is information on the

ESTIMATES AND FIELD MEASUREMENTS effects of dynamic ice loading such as that reported by
OF ICE FORCES ON STRUCTURES Engelbrektson (1977) where the dynamic response and

resonance of a lighthouse led to a greatly increased total

General force. Perhaps a final limitation of this approach is that
The techniques and 2quipment for making field there are CIlly a few structures that will give infornia-

measurements of ice forces on structures are not well- tion of value.
developed. Two general approaches have been used:
indirect methods to estimate total forces and direct Direct measurements
measurements of unit pressures or total forces on a Direct measurements of ice forces and pressures Ma\
structure. Various techniques that have been used are be considered to begin with Gani,-v unV (Korthavin

discussed below. 1971) who suspended a hinged plate in Iront ol a pier

I4
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01 a bI idge. altoS the l)nepr K iocr it N ic. U .. S.R. Schwarz (1970) installed 50 small pressure-measur-
he plate was supporIed by hhb d a I i. nni, Inetei i jug plates on a vertical pile in the Eider River, West

l)ata kCtC collected hut the C upieMct s wa, del kicent Germany. In this coastal Baltic location, sea ice
Mid the intomation ,hta.ned his nit hen considered forms just outside the estuary of the river and is carried
trustworths. upstream by tidal currents. Each plate covered a small

Pek ton (1966) was the Iit st to obtain rejjable field portion of the pile and measured ice forces in its dis-
measurements of ice lotces using a hinged beam. A crete area.
hinged beam consists of a relatively rigid and strong Danys (1975) reported on the instrumentation of a
vertical or inclined beam extending from a hinge below conical light pier in the St. Lawrence Waterway. A
the water line through the ice to a support at the top of number of panels, each supported by four load cells in
the beam. The support is instrumented to measure the corners, were installed in the ice zone. Remote
loads at that point. The elevation of the ice impact operating and data transmission systems were installed.
can be determined visually, photographically or by us- Croasdale (1974) carried L at a number of "not-
ing a water level recorder and, with the ice impact level cracker" tests in the ice of the Mackenzie River Delta,
known, the ice load can be calculated. Peyton's meas- Canada. Two steel pipes, hinged at the bottom, were
urements were made in the floating ice sheets of Cook frozen into the ice. When the desired thickness of ice
Inlet, Alaska. had formed, the two pipes were jacked apart while the

The Alberta Cooperative Research Program installed applied force was measurcd.

hinged beams on two hi idges in Alberta, Canada, with Garfield and Zabilansky* instrumented a pile an-
the first data obtained in 1967 and 1969 for the two chored into the bed ol the St. Clair River to measure
sites. I igure 6 shows the I londo installation on the ice forces. Data were obtained during the 1977-78
Athabasca River. A summary of the data through 1974 spring bredkup. A second structure was scheduled to
is found in Neill (1976l. It is considered that these in- be installed in the St. Clair River in late 1979 near the
stallations have pr(duced the best measurements of shipping channel to measure dynamic ice forces.
ice loads on bridge pier,, but it should be noted that Garfield, Nevel and Zabilansky* designed and con-
I) the data are for one small and one medium-sized structed a "total load" device to be mounted on a
river in central Alberta, and 2) a hinged beam has cer- bridge crossing the Ottauquechee River, Vermont. The
tain inherent limitations, device, however, "as not completed in time to be in-

Blenkarn (1970) measured ice forces in Cook Inlet stalled or the 1979 breakup.
using a test pile driven into the sea bed, a four-legged J. Burdickt designed and constructed a "total load"
permanent platform and other structures. On the four- device to be used on the Yukon River Bridge. This de-
legged platform, data were obtained from strain gauges vice was also completed too late to. be installed for the
rnstalled on cross-members and a computer analysis of 1979 breakup.

she, tructure. With the exception of the data obtained in Alberta,
Canada, no full-scale data are available on the loads
exerted by freshwater ice on bridge piers. Most of the

data (Peyton 1977, Blenkarn 1970, Schwarz 1970 and
33 ft Croasdale 1974) were for sea ice, and Danys' informa-

, Access tion was obtained for conical structures. The data ob-
Shaft tained by Garfield and Zabilansky have not yet been

fully analyzed and published.
Ni/ oeTwo types of devices have provided useful and reli-
,a able data of the sort that is of interest to this study.

The hinged beam used by Peyton (1966) and by the
V Alberta Cooperative Research Program has worked ex-

Float

SWell iremnely well and has perhaps provided the basic data
Strain- against which results obtained from other devices should

-y~t, _ , 1
r

gage Load

.'77 be examined. The small lod cells installed by Schwarz

(1970) also provided very good data.

I). (,arliel, D. Nevel ,id L. Zabilanskr, CRR L , petsonll
i iqure ,.'( /ion of hnido Bridge, ,liberta, Canada, L01,_rrr unicltion, 1979.

qiowriq titqecd bheni /od cell (after Veil/ /976), ']. Butdick, Civil Lngineei ing )epartrent, tUnivrsitv o Alaska,
pcrson,iil , onrimunicAtion, 1979.
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Small-scale and laboratory studies or completely enveloped within the floe as in Figure 7d.
In addition to the indirect and direct methods that At this point the floe may continue to crush, or the

have been used to estimate or measure ice loads, numer- tensile forces that are generated in the ice may cause
ous small-scale and laboratory studies have been made. splitting as shown in Figure 7e. This will relieve loads
This work, together with various theoretical studies, on the tip of the nose. However, as the ice sheet con-
has suggested or identified many factors which may tinues to move, the crack will deviate from the tip of
need to be considered in predicting ice forces against a the pier nose and will progress farther and farther to
structure. These include ice strength, the area of ice one side of the pier until the tip of the nose is detach-
contact, the shape and inclination of the pier nose, ice ing blocks from the ice as in Figure 7f. With further
velocity, aspect ratio (pier width: ice thickness), the con- motion the crack will miss the nose of the pier and
tact coefficient and a number of other factors. crushing will again be established across the pier nose.

This may initiate a new cracking cycle.
In the above sequence, the tip of the pier nose may

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN FOR MEASURING be loaded with a balanced axial load due to crushing
ICE LOADS ON THE YUKON RIVER BRIDGE and then the load may be partly or entirely relieved by

splitting. The maximum loads are probably experi-
The investigators decided to use two approaches to enced during crushing on the full nose of the pier. On

mneasure ice forces on the Yukon River Bridge: use of the basis of this model, the SRB load cell for the tip
a "total load" device to be designed by J. Burdick that of the nose was designed to measure only axial loads
would ride on the pier nose and use of smaller load but yet had to be strong enough to resist unbalanced
cells designed by the authors to be directly attached to lateral loads.
the bridge. Zarling carried out the single reaction beam The situation is different farther along the nose of
(SRB) studies and Johnson the double reaction beam the pier as at point A, Figure 7c. The sides of the
(DRB) studies. This report discusses the SRB and DRB vertical, pointed pier nose are loaded by two ice forces,
studies but not development of the "total load" system the normal force F. and the frictional force Ff Of ice
which is still continuing, sliding along the pier as shown in Figure 8a. However,

It is recognized that the shape of the nose of a pier the coefficient of friction of warm, wet ice on a
will affect the force that ice can exert on the pier, and smooth, warm and wet structure is small; Kuroiwa
a variety of shapes have been used. The pier nose may (1977) found the coefficient of kinetic friction of a
be vertical or inclined. The cross section can be blunt skate runner on warm (but not thawing) ice to be on
(rectangular), semicircular or pointed (wedge-shaped). the order of 0.005. Other reports indicate that it may
Different combinations can be used. For example, the be as high as 0.05. In either case the friction forces
Hondo bridge in Alberta (Fig. 6) has a semicircular in- are very small compared to the normal forces and can
clined nose while its companion instrumented Alberta be ignored for the present. A load cell at point A in
bridge has a semicircular vertical nose. Tryde (1977) Figure 8c need only measure normal forces.
conducted tests on a model pier with an inclined point- The normal force Fn can be separated into two
ed nose. components, the horizontal axial force Fa, and the hori-

The inclined pier nose tends to reduce total forces zontal transverse force F, as shown in Figure 8b. These
because it can change the failure mode of the ice from can be calculated as
crushing to bending (Neill 1976). Since ice is weak in
tension and bending failure is tensile, ice loads may be Fa =Fn sina (1)
reduced. The pointed pier nose tends to cause splitting
of the ice sheet impinging on the pier and may also re- Ft =, cosa (2)
duce ice forces. The piers of the Yukon River Bridge
have pointed vertical noses (Fig. 4 and 5). These con- where a is the half-angle of the nose as shown in Fig.
crete piers are about 70 ft high, 9 ft wide and 40.5 ft ure 8, F a is the force resisting the axial movement of
long, including the pointed ends. the ice while F, is the lateral force which generates a

Several modes of ice failure were observed at the tensile stress in the ice.
Yukon River Bridge but the principal modes were crush- At this point one can see why splitting occurs only
ing or crushing and splitting. A typical idealized se- after the ice has partly or fully enveloped the pier (Fig.
quence is shown in Figure 7. A large ice sheet or floe 7d), rather than when it first fully contacts it (Fig. 7c).
striking a pier would initially fail by crushing as it en- If ice were to break due to lateral loads (Ifig. 7c),
gages the nose of the pier as in Figure 7b. As the floe small blocks, such as indicated by the dashed line,
continues onward, the crushing front widens until it would break out of the ice. This, however, is probably
extends across the entire nose of the pier as in Figure unimportant compared to the crushing and cracking
7c and then continues farther until the pier is partially sequence shown in Figures 7d and 7e where large ten-

6



Approaching ice Initial crushing sile stresses build up in the ice and cracks can be propa-

gated ahead of the pier.
Other forces might also be considered. One is the

gravity force resulting from the need to move the broken
ice onto the top of the ice sheet and into the water under
the ice sheet. While this is important in the case of an

b icebreaker, it is believed to be very small when ice is
0. crushing against a relatively narrow bridge pier and will

Pier enveloped be ignored. A second force to consider is the frictional
in ice sheet drag of the ice against the sides of the pier. Again, this

Crushing across entire nose force is important in the case of an icebreaker, but it

Broken is believed to be very small in the case under considera-

ice tion and will be ignored.
piled_ Based on the above analysis, it seemed necessary only

to install load cells on the tip of the pier to measure hor-
izontal axial forces and additional load cells farther

along the flat sides of the pier nose to measure normal
forces. This is the system that was followed and is d( s-

Tenson cribed below.crack/
forms d

LOAD CELL DEVELOPMENT
Blocks "
detach 4'

The load cells designed and installed in 1979 to meas-
ure nose-tip axial forces for the 1979 Yukon River break-

e up evolved from designs developed for the 1976, 1977
and 1978 breakups. During the winter of 1976-77 a
load cell was designed based on an instrumented simply-
supported beam (now called a reaction beam) within
each load cell. As shown in Figure 9, the load on the

fiqure . Crushing and spltting ScqIWelce, nose was imposed on the reaction beam at two points
offset from the two supports rising from the base so
that a load on the nose would generate moments in
the beam. Strain gauges were installed: those in 1977

a between each load and its nearby reaction and those
for 1978 and in later designs inside the loading sN stem.

', The load vs strain gauge output of this design was
Lt %ad quite linear and reproducible.
Celi Three load cells using this design were built and in-

) stalled on the nose of the pier for the 1977 breakup.

a. [he actual forces. Figure 10 shows an exploded view of a load cell and
Figure 5 shows the three units attached to the pier.

Load

a Nose

,, Base

1. /lig. "impran" ompinent forces. lviq~ure 9. Schenatic diacr? ofa single reaction beam,
f iqire' S. Ice forces oa a load cell installed system. o indicates strain gauge location on the 1977
on tfi. face ofI pointed pier. Utnits. 0 indicates strain gauge location on later units.

7
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Fiqure 10. Exploded and cut-away view of SRB loud cell.

Ihe installation was completed only a few hours be- the reaction bCam. Since the nose forces and the base

fore the ice went out, not allowing sufficient time to support forces are applied at different locations on the

check out the electrical/recording system. Ink hreel- reaction beam, bending moments are developed in the

ing in the recorder pens and faulty amplif iers in the heam. I he strains caused by these moments can be

recorder precluded acquisition of data during the intial measured with strain gauges. From this information
houo s of breakup. Before all of the electrical problems the total load or the magnitude and location of an

were debugged, the load cells failed due to ice forces. equivalent point load can be determined.

Stronger units were built and installed on the bridge All connections are pin connections. I he general-

for the 1978 breakup but low water levels and ice jam- iied geometry of the reaction beam system is shown

ming at the bridge prevented acquiring any data. The in I igure II . Various subscripts indicate the quantity
three load cells installed for the 1978 breakup were being measured. I1n indicates the length of the nose,
strengthened and two additional units were built and L, i, the length between reactions, etc. The distance
installed for the 1979 breakup. l)ata, which had not between two points at one end of the unit is indicated
been analyzed at the time oif writing, were obtained by a double subscript such as Lnr, for example, which
during the 1979 breakup, but again the ice lorces ulti- can be calculated as Lnr = (Ln-Lr)/ 2 .

mately tore the units from the pier. All of these units To analyze the bending moments and strains devel-
presented a pointed face to the ice to reproduce the oped in the reaction beam due to a generalized loading,
shape Of the pier nosed tip. assume that an equivalent point load P is applied on

The instrumentation plan also called for flat cells the nose some distance X from the left end of the nose

to be installed on the nose of the pier on both sides of piece as shown in Figure 11. The reaction beam sup-

the SRB units. This would have protected the SRB ports the nose at Dt and D2 and is supported by two

units from much of the lateral ice forces and probably reaction forces, RI and R.,. The two loads, D0 and

prevented their loss, particularly during the 1979 D, can be determined by summing moments around

breakup. 0-, and Dt respectively as shown in Figure 12:

DI -P Ld+Lnd-X (3)
THE SINGLE REACTION Ld

BEAM SYSTEM

P-, p X-L n d (4)
I he schematic drawing of the single reaction beam Ld

(SRB) load cell (Fig. 9), shows that it consists of a nose
piece, an instrumented reaction beam and a base. The and, by summing forces,

nose piece receives the applied load and transmits it to

8
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X

Nose
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Figure 11. Generalized dimensions of the Figure 12. Force5 on the nose piece
single reaction beam system (lengths are and reac tion beam.
in inches).

DI +D 2  = P. (_5) (R I + R2)/-rd = 
Al +M 2). (0 1 )

The reactions R, and R, can be dcetermined by sum- Substituting eq 10 into eq 11 and solving for P yields
ming moments at R, and RI in Figure 12b:

R D2 Lrd+D)1 (Lrj+Ld) ( (12)RI= (6) L fd
L,

41, and Al2 can be determined by taking moments
and about the points SG1 and SG 2 :

R, = Di lLrd+D2(Lrd+Ld) (7) M 1 R R Lrs-Di Lds (13)
L,

and
Upon substituting eq 3 arid 4 into eq 6 and 7, R1 and
R2 can be expressed in terms of load and primary reac- M2 = R2Lrs-D 2Lds. (14)
tion beam geometry:

Substituting eq 3, 4, 8 and 9 for DI, D2, R1 and R 2P L r+ Lnr-X (8) into equations 12 and 13 and then subtracting and re-

Lr arranging yields

X- Ln. (9 4 Lrs (Ln-2X) - L -2X).R, Lr =P(9) 1 r-2 L, n L n (15)

Summing eq 8 and 9 D
,  D,

I React ion BeaMRI+R 2 =P. () SG SG2  R

Shear and moment diagrams for the reaction beam I
are shown in Figure 13. Values of shear are equal to S,.ar
the reactions at the respective ends ot the reaction Shear

beam and to R-D 1 between D and t),. Ihe maxi-
mum shear is equal to the maximum reaction. At each IL f -R2

end of the beam the moments increase from era to a 'L, . i

value of RLr, and the larger of R, and R.
Because M1 and M 2 , the moments at n, ard %(,, MOment

are symmetrically positioned on the beam and the my 0

ment distribution is linear between D I and 1),. the
sum of M and M 2 is equal to the sum ,tt the moment% I iqure 13. Reaction beam shear and moment
at locations D)I and D 2. Therefore diaqrams.
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Substituting the value of P in eq 12 into eq 15 and linearity arid reproducibility of the device under static
solving for X gives loading conditions, 2) test the device under dynamic

Ln1A/, conditions, and 3) determine its performance in ice.

X - (16) The tested load cell had an I 8-in.-Iong nose constructed
All +41) from 4x 4x V/-in. square structural tubing with one cor-

ner removed to allow it to be mounted on a reaction
Tile load can also be determined from moments ineas- beal and with the opposite corner ptoviding a 90" nose.

tired at the center of the reaction beam. It was shown All connections were pinned. I he reaction beam was of

in eq 12 that I x 2x 15-in. TI steel. DimensionS ot the har were as fiol-

lows: Lr = 13 in., /_d  
= 9 in., .nd I , 6 ill. Pairs of

I) /111+/11weldable 120-ohm Micro Measutements Strain gauges

ard were installed on the reaction beam, one of each pair on

the top of tile bar to measure cornpressive strain and the
I lowever, Iigure 1 3 shows that the moment at the other on the bottom to measure tensile strain. Ihe

center of the beam is equal to the average of M1 and model was installed in a loading machine at the Univer-
A2, or sity of Alaska in Fairbanks and loads were increased in

increments of 2500 lbf to a total off 15,000 Ibf. The

111 +12 (17) loads were also removed in the same increments. The
2 data obtained are shown in Table 1.

Upon combining eq 10 and 17

Table 1. Loads arid strain readings, static test.

Strai,, Struio,

- hUs, by measuring strain at the center of the beam, loud lop ofl ( 1// cllool cc// .Suf, ol sltruin

the total load Pon the load cell can be found. (. (1000/h) (pin/in.) (jin/in.) (pin/in.)

TiedCianri, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Alaska, first brought this to our atten- 0 0 0 0

tion. The location of the equivalent point load can- 2,5 205 230 49S

not be determined if only Al, is used.) 5.0 520 470 990
7.5 770 700 1470

1-or an elastic beam undergoing small deflections, 10.0 1015 930 1945

tile bending moments are proportional to the strain at 12.5 12S0 11so 2400

any beam section, as given by tile relationship 15.0 1490 1375 2865
12.5 1290 1155 2445
S10.0 10,15 920 1965

! c ( 19) 7.5 800 690 1490
5.0 545 460 1005

where (" is a proportionality constant (for a beam 2.5 275 200 495

% ith a rectangular cross section, C - I d /6) and c is 0 15 0 15

sitain. The beam is normally instrumented with

sIslain gaiuges as shown in V igure 1 3. ie moments at
these sections caln then be determined by using the It was shown (in eq 12) that the sum of the moments
known characteristics of the strain gauges and the (arid thus the sum of the strains) are proportional to the

beam. Both I' and . can be found by using eq 12 total load. The strains measured at each load were add-
and 16. Calculationls illustral ing tile use of a SRB ed arid the sum of the strains plotted against load in
device ire given in Appendix A. Figure 14. Table 1 and Figure 14 show the various

values obtained. A linear regression of the data gives

PERFORMANCE OF A SINGLE REACTION the equation

BEAM LOAD CELL
P=: -1 15 + 10.4 (E1 + e2 )

A small SRB loaJ cell was built, instrtrmented and

tested in AIrska during late 1978 and then further test- with a correlation coefficient of 0.99.
ed tnder dnamic loading conditions and in an ice pit It was concluded as a result of this and other tests
all h l.riover, New I lamp%hire, in early 1979. The objec- that the SRB load cell was strong, sensitive, linear arid
tives (if the tests were to I) determine the sensitivity, produced reproducible results under axial static loading.

A 10
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Figure 14. Ilalf-scale SRB load cell test of sum of strain I igure 15. Sketch of a double reuctiof heami device.

vs applied load.

Dynamic testing and testing in ice was carried out device. It consists of a cover plate, two parallel reac-
at CRREL in Hanover, New Hampshire (Cole 1979). tion beams and a base plate. Loads applied to the

Dynamic tests were run on an MTS machine with a mean cover create moments in the reaction beams which can

load of 6500 lbf and a superimposed sinusoidal load of be determined from strain gauge measurements.
6000 Ibf, giving a minimum load of 500 lbf and a max- This device has several useful characteristics. The

imum load of 12,500 Ibf. Later the loads were reduced load cell can be made in a variety of shapes. It can also

to a load cycling between 500 and 4500 Ibf to avoid de- be instrumented, as will be described later, in a number

forming the nose of the cell. Loading frequencies were ol ways with the amount of information obtained in-

1, 4, 8 and 16 I. It is estimated that more than 20,000 creasing as the complexity of the instrumentation is
cycles were applied. Performance of the device was increased. It shares with the SRB unit the character-

satisfactory. istics of strength, sensitivity, linearity and simplicity.

The load cell was then tested in an ice pit with I wo units were designed and partially built for the

about 7 in. of ice, although calculations had shown 1979 breakup but they were not completed nor used

the unit would probably sustain only about 5 in. of ice. in the field. Iigure 16 shows a view of one unit, and

A hydraulic ram was used to drive the unit 12 in. its design theory is developed in more detail in Appen-

through the ice in 20 s at a constant speed. The loading dix B. 1 hese devices have been studied to some extent

system was not completely rigid so the load cell wandered in the laboratory but minor problems that may trouble

somewhat. The maximum load applied was probably them under field conditions have not been identified.

in excess of 25,000 Ibf. Since this exceeded the design

strength of the load cell, the nose piece deformed.

As a result of the'' tests, it was concluded that a REACTION BEAM DESIGN

SRB load cell would perloim sat islactoril\ under d'1 -
namic conditiions and in ice il properl, designed and Stress in the beam

iinstlled. I he I lesure lormula for a uniform rectangular beam
undergoing elastic deformation is

THE DOUBLE REACTION BEAM LOAD CELL (20)

I be SRB1 load icli is valuable for measuring a\iail
loads On a narrow linem area. When loads must be where M is the moment at a section in the beam (in.-Ib),

me.s tCd On . Iarget area it is possible to use a pair o, is the flexural stress (psi), I is the moment of inertia
01 re,i(lton beasni to form ,a sqlare or Lectarngula 10,1d (in. 4 ) and ( is the distance from the neutral axis to the

1ell. I gre IS shows ,i schemnatic diagram lf such a surlace of the beam (in.).

-t1



1 qrc 6. /A'wto Ot dolle redCti0n beam? devIce.

V-he nioment of- inertia. for a rectangular beam is at the center ot thc beam.
1),,]2 where b is beam width, d is beanm height, both

in inches, and cis (P'2. Equation 20 can be rewritten as Axial tensile stress in the reaction beam
Thle possibility that the deflection of a reaction

-6R__ 1. 17d (21) beanm will generate a tensile stress in the beam which,
0 in turn, will lead to erroneous strain readings and cal-

CUlated loads was examined. At)% bending of the bean)
where R' I.,,, has been substituted for 11. will shorten the distance between the ends. It the ends

he MAVP IniM reactI( iN i' nd the design strength (o0  Ire Iirmly' held, anl axial tensile stress Will develop in
fth lit, r i i id toc he used Swl I I nor mal Iv he selected by' the beam. The associated strain will affect all strain

he detci Witlli these va1lueSs uhslt totd into eq 21, gauges on thle beamn uniformly. Ihe questicons are
he CILN r'4n LJI) Wfelet i s 111 of '-rd aind then trs, vai - I ) will axial stra ins be developed. and 21 %% hat effect
)Is usce d h and (I until the best combinaion is will the added strain have on the loads that are cal-
loti nil cii lated?

Calculations showed that the shortenring wNill be
D~eflection vers' slight for relatively st ill reaction beamis such as

the manasrom deflect ion of filie fully loathed react ion those being used in the load cells discussedl in this re-
ivneti must he f' ond to dete i mint: the CcleIace required port. I he shortening is estimated to be less that) the
bt sv,,ct Ithe branri. id the hasce. I lie max imni dtel lc- pIayv in thle pin coninect io)ns so that t he prorspect, ar e

i n a\ o: I olk loaded svrimietrical beani 's given that axial tensile stress will not develccp. When b''th
liv the equation tensile and] compressive strains are reacd in pacits in a

/11 half-bridge or tsvo pairs .cre read in a full br idge, the
.. ~.tt~is iJ ~' - d1 rt. iifrcrn aXial strainl canCels, out rInd lc rio eflect u

18/ / ~the hr idge read inrgs. lus, thle J\ M I teiIcl stresses
probahlv, Will tint deCveIl and, it thee ('0, theeV Will

Msiele lieC rricrdlrs of e'jliit oft thte NrcMn (psi). not affect thle reldirics oCIIlirred rt thle loads that acre

lire rtics \trin (deflect ion Wvithc s\ moictricil loacdiog is calculated.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES pair at the center of the beam which can be read as a
half-bridge.

The basic measurement technique for an SRB instru- The instrumentation of a DRB unit is similar to that

ment is to install two pairs of strain gauges on each re- of the SRB device. Each reaction beam is instrumented

action beam, one at each end as shown in Figure 9. with strain gauges as shown in Figure 18. Each pair

Each pair consists of a gauge on top to measure com- of gauges can be read in a half-bridge configuration.

pressive strain and the other on the bottom of the The magn;tude and location of the equivalent point

beam to measure tensile strain. Each pair is read as a load on each beam can then be determined and the

half-bridge as shown in Figure 1 7a. Under static con- magnitude and location of the equivalent point load

ditions, the reading device can be switched lrom one on the entire load cell can be found (see App. B). A(-

pair of gauges to the other, but under dynamic condi- ternatively, the eight strain gauges can be wired into a

tions, two reading devices are required. Both the single series full bridge, as shown in Figure 1 7c, to de-

total load and the location of the equivalent point termine the total load on the load cell with a single

load can be found from the data as pointed out earlier, reading. Again, if only the total load is required, the

It only the total load is required, the four strain four strain gauges on each reaction beam can be re-

gauges can be wired into a full bridge as in Figure 1 7b. placed with a pair at the middle of the beam and the

Alternatively, the four gauges can be replaced with a four gauges read as a single full bridge.

c C

T T 7

£T, TIE
C,

0E E

LL

0. Half bridge b Full bridge

T.

L °

t

C Series full bridge

fiqure 1 7. Wiring techniques for a 5Rl unit (u and b) and a DRI unit (c).

e . _ ,,2

T,,T ,,
c,, C

BeaBa I

.4rT

T_, T,,

Bem
/iqlur(' 18. .Stloi qail(Iqs oi I? D1 unit.
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CONCLUSIONS Dump, I.V. (1975) LI fect of ice and wae forces on the design

of Canadian offshore lighthouses, Cafnudiur t)urtaIl III
(iAll I. tqsn'erintq, vol. 2, no. 2, p. 138-1S 3.

The reaction beam load cels instrumented with nLigelbsekison, A. (1977) 1), namic ice loads on a lighthouse

strain gauges appear to be useful and versatile devices structure. Piot
t ejdiotqgs Port und ()o1tan I otgtin't'rimtl upider

for measuring loads and forces. As a single reaction Arctic CoodIjtioll,s oticr'ic'. St. Johns, New foundland,beam, it is the basis of the SRB load cells which were Canada.
installed on the Yukon River Bridge to Measure ice Korthavin, K.N. (1971) Action of ice on engineering structures.

U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch. CRREL

forces. As a double reaction beam device, it offers lDraft Translation 260. AD723169.
promise as a "flat cell" type of load cell. Both devices Michel, B. (1970) Ice pressures on engineering structures.

are linear, strong, sensitive and give reproducible results. CRREL Cold Regions Science and Engineering Monograph
I-BIb. AD709625.

Neill, C.R. (1976) Dy'namic ice forces on piers and piles. An
assessment of design guidelines in the light of recent ic-
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APPENDIX A: FINDING LOAD MAGNITUDE AND
LOCATION WITH A SINGLE REACTION BEAM DEVICE

[he SRB cells installed on the Yukon River Bridge so that substitution of the above values for the SRB
have the following linear geometry (see Fig. 11): cell into eq 16 yields

, -36 in. l-r z26 in. L= 18 in. 1. 36(i00) 2n.
1000 + 500

1, -:13.5 in. Lnri - 5 in. /"r(1 4 in,

I hus, from the two moments, the geometry of the
I d, 2.25 in. SRB cell and the above relationships, we find that the

equivalent point load is 375 lbf at a point 12 in. from

I ]lution 12 statcs the leit end of the nose piece.
Strain, not moments, will be measured in field use

P ,. 1  (12) and eq 12, 16 and 19 can be modified to

/, ( +c,) (,\1)

mo that it tII is 1000 in.-Ibi and 11, is 500 in.-lbt L1(

p )00(')+ 5 )0 375 Ibl. and
4

/ nC-,
\ - .' . (,\2)

- qtal io 'n 16 states +

-_ i (16) These relationships are general and can be used for any
1l + .tl2  single reaction beam device with equal or uncqual

loads symmetrically located on the beam.

1
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APPENDIX B: FINDING LOAD MAGNITUDE AND LOCATION
ON A DOUBLE REACTION BEAM DEVICE

The first device built was 18 in. square and is shown By substituting the proper values and solving, X

schematically in Figure 15. Two reaction beams are 10.8 in. and Y = 8.62 in. This is the location of the

installed I I in. apart and 3.5 in. from the sides of the equivalent point load.

device. The geometry of each individual reaction beam It was pointed out earlier that the double reaction

(the two have identical geometry) is as follows: beam load cell has not been completely tested and
evaluated. Consequently, some problems may develop

Ln = 18 in. Lr 14 in. Ld 10 in. which have not been identified.

L, - 7 inl. Ln = 2 in. Lr,,
= 

2 in.

y*

/ =d = 1.5 in. Yj : 3.5 in. Y, : 14.5 in. 18".

Beam 2
Bv extension of eq 12 and 19 _-- -- - -

m 2  m22

p M11 I+M 1 ,2 M 2 , 1 +'12,2

C ((BI)
Lrd Beam I

where .' , , "11,, C1 , and cj ,2 are the moments and MI.! M. 2

strains in beam I and N2 1, M"', 62 ,1 and c, , are mo- -

ments and strain s in huam 2 as shown in I igturIe B I . If 0 a

the four moments are 40, 50, 60 and 100 in.-Ibf respec- Fiqure B!. Coordinate system of a double reactiba

toel, P = 125 Ibf. device.
It we wihL t' nd tIhe locatin oI the load, we deline

,(..n tt",rin u.r itinate' v telni a' ,,ho)wn i1 I goure B I
.ilii treatt eta h beamt,1 (eparatels . liel~t l I, od n ech~l reag-c,

::in heirir ,a he tr urd using eq 12:
8"

1F 
80,bs

y P 125 bs9

P , + . . . .. . 2 dO* I s, 1 lhl.
/,d 2

P 45 ibS

,I[h._ I \ ,ahi- ir h Id I l h , ill C,0 i in1 .r1

iitIflid US i eq .\2. \ ; in1 tlit 1i .I i d i 1.2" in. 0 x "

Tv~p L~ic[\.\ md : ~i tht,'it,: itH pmwin 1,)ad

"1 hti ( I, iund I',1i1, Ir 1v%,, i'l i -,, I qure 112. Nolir'nij for tIre o((1iollr o P.

' "I , -I J-
,i
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